# Trivia Round – Princeton Puzzle Hunt

## Team Name: ____________________________

## Contact Name & Email: ____________________________

## Phase 1:

1. The Office
2. Sherlock
3. Game of Thrones
4. HIMYM
5. George Lopez
6. 30 Rock
7. Drake & Josh
8. The West Wing
9. PowerPuff Girls
10. Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends

## Phase 2:

11. Iron Chef America
12. Community
13. The Walking Dead
14. SNL
15. Glee
16. Breaking Bad
17. Lost
18. Big Bang Theory
19. Suits
20. Suite Life of Zach and Cody

## Phase 3:

21. Parks & Recreation
22. Mad Men
23. Survivor
24. Arrested Development
25. Psych
26. Glee
27. Homeland
21. Leslie Barbara Knope loves waffles, Li'l Sebastian, Ben Wyatt, Galentine’s Day, the great state of Indiana, and running the department that gives this show its name.

22. This show is named after those who worked on a certain street in Manhattan. They’re actually very cool-headed individuals who spend their time smoking cigarettes, drinking good scotch, taking the secretaries out to lunch, and wooing Lucky Strike and Glo-Coat.

23. In this show, fire represents life. Once your fire is gone, so are you. The rules are simple: outwit, outplay, and outlast. If you can’t follow those rules on this show, then you’ll find that, as Jeff Probst would say, “the tribe has spoken.”

24. Contrary to what you might expect from the title, someone found enough money—maybe in the banana stand?—for this show to come back for a fourth season in May on Netflix.

25. This show isn’t about a mental ward or one of the majors offered at Princeton; instead, Shawn Spencer uses his photographic memory to solve crimes alongside his best friend Squirts MacIntosh/Felicia Fancybottom/Homeskillet/Chocolate Einstein—just kidding! His name is Gus.

26. So here’s what you missed on this show: Rachel and Kurt have moved to New York to study at NYADA and meet cool singing-dancing-acting people and fulfill their dreams, but everyone else that they know and care about is stuck in Lima. Finnchel has broken up and so has Klaine and Brittana, and I don’t even know what’s going on with that new girl Marley, who kind of likes Puck’s brother, but also kind of likes Ryder. Everyone has so many issues and problems and vocal dilemmas that I don’t know how they get away with calling the show what they call it. And that’s what you missed on this show.

27. Based on the Israeli series Hatufim but transported to our native country, this show follows CIA agent Juliet Capulet under the mentorship of Inigo Montoya as she tries to investigate an American prisoner of war turned by al-Qaeda (sorry about the code names, but secrecy is essential—we may be under surveillance).